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1 |  INTRODUCTION
Earlier research was undertaken in Sub- Saharan Africa 
(SSA) has confirmed that the rate of genetic improvement 
for milk yield from indigenous breeds is low, ranging from 
0% to 0.15% per year (Galukande et  al.,  1962; Mahadevan 
et al., 1962; Marshall et al., 2019). The indigenous and exotic 
dairy breeds have been often crossed in unsystematic ways 
to produce a mixture of cattle of varying genetic composi-
tion (Mujibi et al., 2019). Because of the lack of clear cross-
breeding and selection strategies, the resulting performance 
of the crossbreds has been most unpredictable (Cunningham 
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Abstract
Breeding strategies for smallholder dairy farming systems in Sub- Saharan Africa 
(SSA) were simulated and evaluated considering cow traits identified as priorities 
by farmers in different agro- ecological zones. These traits were related to cow milk 
yield, fertility, temperament, feed intake and disease resistance. The first breeding 
strategy was based on continuous importation of genetically superior exotic dairy 
sire semen to SSA and crossing with local females leading to a gradual upgrade of 
the indigenous population. The second strategy assumed that semen from elite exotic 
bulls would be imported to SSA and used on indigenous cows to produce F1 animals. 
Thereafter, elite animals would be selected from within the F1 and each subsequent 
generation to establish a new synthetic breed. The third strategy was to improve the 
indigenous population by genetically selecting the best sires available domestically. 
Results showed positive genetic progress for all breeding goal traits. After 15 genera-
tions of selection, the genetic response of the importation strategy exceeded the cor-
responding genetic response of the synthetic breed strategy by 20%– 60%. The former 
also exceeded the genetic response of the indigenous breed improvement strategy by 
43%– 75%. Potentially there is an opportunity for breeders to choose an appropriate 
breeding strategy that fits a specific need of smallholder dairy farmers.
K E Y W O R D S
breeding goal trait, breeding strategies, selection, smallholder dairy cattle
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& Syrstad, 1987), although the F1 crosses have been usually 
considered superior to the local breeds. However, upgrading 
to higher grade exotics has been viewed as compromising 
animal fitness and adaptability and often less economical 
than either generating F1 or improving indigenous ecotypes 
(Singh, 2015).
Routine genetic evaluations and selection of the best an-
imals according to the breeding goal is not a common prac-
tice for most countries in SSA (Opoola et al., 2019). Breed 
preference has been often used as a guide for choosing 
breeding dairy cattle instead of individual animal selection 
based on a well- defined breeding goal with relevant animal 
traits. Performance of F1 crosses reportedly depends on the 
type of exotic breed used and the quality of breeding bulls 
selected within a breed (Vaccaro et  al.,  1999). For exam-
ple, studies in the tropics have shown that Holstein- Friesian 
crosses offer the highest advantage for production traits 
while Jersey crosses have better fertility compared to the 
former (Singh, 2015).
Systematic crossbreeding programmes involving temper-
ate and tropical breeds have demonstrated a considerable ben-
efit when they are well planned (McDowell, 1985). Although 
crossbreeding has been adopted in SSA for more than one 
century, the smallholder dairy sector, which comprises the 
majority of dairy farmers, has not been able to achieve the 
desired gains. The major limitation includes lack of clear 
breeding strategies, mismatch of genotypes and environment, 
and lack of farmer participation in designing the breeding 
programmes (Galukande et al., 2013).
Serious efforts to improve the dairy industry in SSA 
countries such as Tanzania are currently underway (Michael 
et  al.,  2018; United Republic of Tanzania (URT), 2019). 
However, the success of genetic improvement would depend 
on the presence of a structured breeding programme focus-
sing on animal traits identified by the farmers themselves 
(Chawala et al., 2019). Selection indices can now be devel-
oped, optimally combining these traits according to the agro- 
ecological zone and production system cattle are raised in 
(Chawala et al., 2019). Appropriate breeding strategies need 
to be defined based on these indices to underpin sustainable 
cattle genetic improvement in smallholder dairy farming in 
Tanzania and other parts of SSA.
The aims of the present study were to investigate alterna-
tive breeding strategies for dairy cattle genetic improvement 
and determine genetic progress for preferred animal traits 
identified by farmers in smallholder dairy production systems 
in SSA. Three breeding strategies for genetic improvement 
were developed and evaluated; (a) continuous importation of 
superior exotic sire semen, (b) formation of a new synthetic 
breed with repeat crossbreeding, (c) genetic improvement of 
indigenous populations based on the domestic selection of in-
digenous sires.
2 |  MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Breeding goal traits and selection 
indices
Five animal traits identified previously by Chawala 
et  al.  (2019) as SSA dairy smallholder farmer- preferred 
traits were considered (Appendix 1). Additional animal traits 
from the dairy breeding programme in an exporting coun-
try, modelled here by the United Kingdom (Agriculture 
and Horticulture Development Board (AHDB), 2018; 
Interbull, 2019; Pritchard et al., 2013; Wall et al., 2005) were 
also included (Appendix  2). Three multi- trait selection in-
dexes considering different trait combinations and differing 
amount emphasis for smallholder breeding goal traits were 
created: (a) Overall Farmer index: comprising the five SSA 
farmer- preferred traits (Chawala et  al.,  2019); (b) Reduced 
Farmer index: including the two most important and prob-
ably easiest to record SSA farmer- preferred traits; (c) Exotic 
index: combining all traits that are included in the exporting 
country selection index. The relative emphasis placed on each 
trait in the first two indices was from Chawala et al. (2019). 
In the exotic index, traits were combined according to AHDB 
(2018) and Interbull (2019). All selection indices are sum-
marised in Appendices 1 and 2.
2.2 | Breeding strategies
Three basic breeding strategies were investigated 
(Appendix  3), assuming non- overlapping generations and 
offspring remaining always in the maternal herd with no cow 
movement between herds.
The first strategy (Strategy A) reflected a systematic 
version of the currently prevailing approach in smallholder 
dairy farming systems. In this strategy, selected exotic bull 
semen was imported in each generation and used to breed, by 
Artificial Insemination (AI), a given proportion of the cows 
in the population chosen at random across all herds. This 
proportion depended on the degree of usage of AI, which is 
explained later. The remaining cows in the population were 
mated with local bulls chosen at random from the same herd 
as the cows. In the first generation of selection, this strat-
egy led to a mixed population of F1 crosses (descendants of 
AI) and indigenous animals (descendants of matings with 
local bulls). In the subsequent generations, the same prac-
tice was followed, with selected exotic bull semen used to 
breed the same proportion of cows randomly chosen from the 
population and the remaining cows being mated with local 
bulls. This strategy led to a gradual replacement of the in-
digenous cattle population by the repeated importation and 
use of selected exotic bull semen. Within this first strategy, 
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four separate selection scenarios of imported semen were in-
vestigated: (a) selection of exotic bull semen based on the 
Overall Farmer Index of the five SSA farmer- preferred traits 
(Scenario A1), (b) selection of exotic sires semen based on a 
Reduced Farmer Index comprising the two most important 
and easiest to record traits (milk yield and calving interval) 
among the SSA farmer preferences (Scenario A2), (c) selec-
tion of exotic bull semen based on the Exotic Index (Scenario 
A3) and (d) random selection of exotic bulls (Scenario A4). 
This strategy assumed that the exotic population was also ge-
netically improved in parallel based on Exotic Index selection.
The second breeding strategy (Strategy B) was the de-
velopment of a new synthetic breed. In this strategy, the se-
lection and importation of exotic bull semen took place only 
in the first generation based on the Overall Farmer Index 
(Appendix 1). This semen was used to breed with AI a given 
proportion of indigenous cows, depending on the AI scheme 
described below. As in Strategy A, the remaining cows were 
randomly mated to local bulls. In subsequent generations, 
no exotic bulls were imported, but bulls from the population 
were selected based on the Overall Farmer Index to breed 
with AI the same proportion of the cows in the population 
chosen at random across all herds. Again, the remaining cows 
in the population were mated with local bulls chosen at ran-
dom from the same herd as the cow (Scenario B5).
The third breeding strategy (Strategy C) involved no im-
portation of exotic genetic material. Instead, the strategy 
was set up to improve the indigenous population by select-
ing, in each generation, the best indigenous bulls based on 
the Overall Farmer Index (Scenario C6) to breed with AI a 
proportion of the cow population chosen at random, with the 
remaining cows being mated to local bulls within the herd.
2.3 | Simulation study for the evaluation of 
breeding strategies
A semi- stochastic simulation was designed to determine the 
effectiveness of each breeding strategy based on predicted 
genetic and phenotypic progress from a genetic selection. 
Exotic and SSA indigenous cattle populations, each compris-
ing 2,000 animals (50% males, 50% females) were simulated 
for this matter. The SSA indigenous population was distrib-
uted in 20 villages each with a herd size of 100 animals. Here, 
herd size was chosen to mimic a cohort of animals with ex-
pected panmictic reproduction. As such, this size reflects a 
group of animals raised in the same village where smallhold-
ers share local animals for reproduction.
In all strategies, a bull selection intensity of 10% was as-
sumed. Selected bulls were used to breed by AI a proportion 
of cows randomly chosen from the population across differ-
ent herds. This proportion was determined by the AI scheme 
in place. Three such schemes were tested in the present study: 
the first scheme assumed 30% of the cows being AI bred, re-
flecting the current rate of AI uptake (Mwanga et al., 2019); 
the second assumed 50% suggesting an expected increase 
in AI uptake in the near future (African Dairy Genetic 
Gains, 2017); the third assumed all cows were bred with AI, 
portraying a 100% AI uptake as the long- term goal (Michael 
et al., 2018; the United Republic of Tanzania, 2019). Random 
allocation of cows to AI serving was assumed to mimic farm-
ers joining or leaving the AI scheme in each generation. In all 
cases, offspring remained in the maternal herd.
Each breeding strategy was simulated for 15 generations 
of sire selection in 10 replicates each.
2.3.1 | Simulation of true breeding values and 
environmental values
True breeding values (TBVs) and environmental values 
(ENVs) of each animal trait were first simulated from multi-
variate normal distributions MVN ~ (0, G0) and MVN ~ (0, 
E), respectively, where G0 and E were the corresponding 
genetic and environmental variance- covariance matrices. 
Genetic variance estimates of traits in both populations were 
obtained from the literature as indicated in Appendix  4. 
Genetic correlation estimates among different traits were 
also obtained from the literature and assumed to be the same 
in both populations and environments (SSA and exotic). 
Genetic correlations between the exotic and SSA environ-
ment for the same trait were obtained from Interbull (2019) 
and pertained to correlations between the Republic of South 
Africa and the United Kingdom, which were used as a proxy 
for SSA and exotic environments, respectively. South Africa 
was chosen because it is the only country in SSA participat-
ing in the genetic evaluation of Interbull. All genetic cor-
relations considered in the present study are summarised in 
Appendix 5. Genetic covariances among different traits and 
covariances for the same traits between the exotic country 
and SSA were calculated from the corresponding genetic cor-
relations and genetic variances.
Phenotypic and environmental variances for each trait 
were calculated from the corresponding genetic variance and 
heritability estimates. Environmental covariances among 
traits were assumed to be zero.
2.3.2 | Simulation of estimated breeding values
Subsequently, estimated animal breeding values (EBVs) 
were generated independently for each trait based on TBVs, 
assuming a correlation between the two (accuracy of genetic 
evaluation, r) and a normal distribution N ~ (0, r2 σ2a), where 
σ2a was the genetic variance of the corresponding trait. The 
accuracy of sire genetic evaluation was assumed to be based 
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on 100 daughters in the exotic breeding programme and 25 in 
SSA. In the present study, the accuracy of sire genetic evalu-
ation was equivalent to the accuracy of selection and was cal-
culated according to Oldenbroek and Waaij (2015).
2.3.3 | Simulation of phenotypes
The phenotype y of animal i was simulated for each trait and 
environment by adding the phenotypic mean (µ) to the TBV 
and ENV of the animal, as follows:
Phenotypic means of all farmer- preferred traits in the exotic 
and SSA indigenous populations were obtained from the liter-
ature (Ayalew et al., 2015; Ilatsia et al., 2007; Interbull, 2019; 
Ojango & Pollott, 2001; Opoola, 2018; Pritchard et al., 2013; 
Wasike et  al.,  2009). Data on improved zebu, Sahiwal and 
Boran, cattle (Haile- Mariam & Kassa- Mersha, 1994; Ilatsia 
et al., 2007, 2011; Musingi et al., 2018; Wasike et al., 2009) 
were considered as inputs for the SSA indigenous breeds. 
Phenotypic averages are shown in Appendix 6.
2.3.4 | Selection and mating
The emphasis on animal traits identified by farmers as pri-
ority traits was used to determine the selection weight on 
individual traits in selection indices for smallholder dairy 
farmers. Additional selection indices for exotic bulls in their 
country of origin were considered, based on the exotic selec-
tion index (AHDB, 2018; Interbull, 2019). For each breeding 
strategy and scenario, individual trait EBVs were combined 
to form the corresponding selection indexes described in 
Appendices  1 and 2. Sires were then ranked based on the 
corresponding index value for each selection scenario and the 
top 10% were selected to randomly mate with cows and breed 
the next generation.
2.3.5 | True breeding values of offspring
In each generation following selection, TBVs of the offspring 
of two animals were estimated from the average TBVs of the 
parents plus an individual Mendelian sampling (MS) term to 
account for random sampling of parental alleles. Thus, TBVs 
of offspring were calculated as follows:
The Mendelian sampling term for TBVs followed a dis-
tribution MVN ~ (0, 0.5(1 − F) G0), where F is the average 
inbreeding coefficient of the parents and G0 is the variance- 
covariance matrix of the base population. For crossbred ani-
mals, G0 was a combination of the genetic variance- covariance 
matrices weighted by the relative genetic composition emanat-
ing from the indigenous and exotic populations; hereafter this 
will be referred to as the proportion of genes from the respective 
populations. In all generations after the base population, ENV 
was simulated from MVN ~ (0, E), with E being a mixture of the 
environmental variance- covariance matrices weighted by the 
proportion of genes from the indigenous and exotic populations.
2.3.6 | Evaluation of simulated 
selection scenarios
The means of animal TBV for all traits were estimated per 
generation, thereby providing estimates of predicted genetic 
progress under the different breeding strategies. The average 
proportion of exotic genes and level of inbreeding were also 
calculated per generation.
In addition, the effectiveness of each breeding strategy was 
further assessed based on phenotypic progress. In this case, 
individual phenotypes were derived for each generation and 
trait including estimates of heterosis and recombination loss. 
Heterosis and recombination loss were calculated for each 
crossbred animal based on the proportion of exotic genes for 
sire and dam. Estimates for the coefficients of heterosis (βh) 
and recombination loss (βr) for the crossbreds were calcu-
lated as follows (Dickerson, 1973; Wall et al., 2005):
where PS and PD are the proportion of exotic genes for the sire 
and dam, respectively. Afterwards, trait phenotype was calcu-
lated as follows:
where Max.H  =  Maximum value for heterosis and 
Max.R = Maximum value for recombination loss. The max-
imum values of heterosis (Max.H) and recombination loss 
(Max.R) for the breeding goal traits are presented in Appendix 7.
In all cases, results from each breeding strategy and selec-
tion scenario were averaged across 10 replicates.
2.4 | Sensitivity analyses
Three separate sensitivity analyses were carried out to assess 
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2.4.1 | Sensitivity analysis I: Impact of 
different trait emphasis in the selection indices in 
agro- ecological zones
Chawala et  al.  (2019) indicated that farmer's trait prefer-
ences were influenced by different agro- ecological condi-
tions and derived separate trait weights (emphasis placed 
on each trait) for the semi- temperate highland and the 
tropical coastal regions of Tanzania. These zones are de-
scribed in detail in Chawala et al. (2019). Briefly, the for-
mer refers to the southern highland zone, with an altitude 
of 400– 2,000 m, moderate temperatures, and seasonal rain-
fall from December to April. In contrast, the eastern coastal 
zone covers the coast belts and lowland areas and is char-
acterised by high temperatures and bimodal rain patterns 
(February– May and October– December). In the present 
study, separate Overall Farmer Indexes, which were devel-
oped by Chawala et al. (2019), were assessed for these two 
agro- ecological zones.
2.4.2 | Sensitivity analysis II: Impact of 
reduced performance of the exotics in SSA
The assumed performance of exotics in SSA was further re-
duced by 25% compared to values in Appendix 6. Thus, the 
phenotypic mean for lactation milk yield (LMY) was reduced 
from 4,050 to 3,038 kg, calving interval (CI) increased from 
462 to 578  days, temperament (TEMP) was reduced from 
4.7 to 3.5 score, mature live weight (BWT) increased from 
557 to 648 kg and longevity (LF) decreased from 2.68 to 2.0 
lactations. Comparisons were then performed based on the 
predicted genetic progress of indices and individual breeding 
goal traits.
2.4.3 | Sensitivity analysis III: Impact of 
reduced fitness of the exotics in SSA and an 
antagonistic genetic correlation between 
production and fitness traits
The fitness and adaptability of dairy cattle tend to differ 
according to the environment. Furthermore, the genetic 
correlation between production and survival or fitness 
traits is often antagonistic. Therefore, the expected lon-
gevity of exotic cattle in SSA was further reduced by 25% 
and the genetic correlation between LMY and LF changed 
from zero (Appendix  5) to −0.34 according to Pritchard 
et al. (2013).
In all sensitivity analyses, comparisons were performed 
based on the predicted genetic progress of indices and indi-
vidual breeding goal traits.
3 |  RESULTS
3.1 | Population structure in different 
breeding strategies
Figure 1 shows the levels of exotic genes in the population 
across generations in the six breeding scenarios outlined 
above. Results pertain to 100%, 50% and 30% AI mating 
schemes. In the strategies of importation (upgrading) and 
synthetic breed formation, the rate of replacement of the in-
digenous population increased depending on the proportion 
of AI penetration. For example, the levels of exotic genes 
in all upgrading scenarios (A1, A2, A3 and A4; strategy A) 
at generation five were 96.9%, 76.4% and 55.5% for 100%, 
50% and 30% AI schemes, respectively. When developing 
a new synthetic breed, the percentage of exotic genes var-
ied depending on the proportion of the indigenous popula-
tion involved in the formation of the foundation stock. The 
maximum percentage of exotic genes in the newly created 
synthetic breed was 50%, 31.1% and 18.5% for 100%, 50% 
and 30% AI mating schemes, respectively.
3.2 | Inbreeding level
The average inbreeding coefficient per generation for the 
six selection scenarios are shown in Appendix 8. The re-
spective slopes (inbreeding increase per year) at 100% 
AI was 0.15% for scenarios A1, A2, A3, B5 and B6, and 
0.14% for scenario A4. The corresponding slopes at 50% 
AI for scenarios A1, A2, A3, A4, B5 and C6 were 0.14%, 
0.13%, 0.14%, 0.12%, 0.08% and 0.08%, respectively. 
Similar slopes were observed for the 30% AI scheme. 
However, there was a considerable difference at 50% and 
30% AI schemes, where the rate of inbreeding was higher 
under the importation (upgrading) strategy compared to the 
other two.
3.3 | Predicted genetic progress in 
individual breeding goal traits
Genetic progress of the farmer- preferred traits in SSA for all 
six breeding scenarios are presented in Figure 2 and pertain 
to the 100% AI mating scheme. Corresponding results for 
50% and 30% AI mating schemes considered in the present 
study are presented in Appendix 9.
Figure  2 demonstrates a clear difference in genetic 
trends of traits between the importation/upgrade strategy 
(selection scenarios A1, A2, A3, and A4), the new syn-
thetic breed strategy (scenario B5) and the improvement of 
the indigenous population strategy (scenario C6). Genetic 
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trends in scenarios A1, A2, A3 were very similar. The ge-
netic trend for scenario A4 lagged slightly compared to 
the other three scenarios under the importation/upgrade 
strategy.
Genetic progress for lactation milk yield (LMY), the most 
important trait according to farmer preferences (Appendix 1), 
was highest for the importation/upgrading strategy (scenar-
ios A1, A2, A3, A4) compared to the other two strategies 
(scenarios B5, C6). The genetic trends of LMY for scenar-
ios A1, A2 and A3 (all within the importation strategy) were 
very similar. Expectedly, scenario A4 (random importation 
of exotic sires) showed relatively lower genetic progress for 
LMY compared to scenarios A1, A2 and A3. At generation 
15, the genetic progress for LMY in scenarios A1, A2, A3, 
A4 and B5 was 1.68, 1.70, 1.72, 1.59 and 1.32 times greater 
compared to scenario C6. Across 15 generations, the average 
phenotype for LMY in scenarios A1, A2, A3, A4, B5 and 
C6 increased by 5.97, 6.05, 6.10, 5.63, 4.75 and 3.55- fold, 
respectively, compared to the base generation.
Calving interval (CI), the second most important trait ac-
cording to farmer preferences (Appendix  1), was predicted 
to increase slightly in all the six scenarios despite having a 
negative relative weight in all selection indexes because of 
its strong and unfavourable genetic correlation with produc-
tion traits (0.45– 0.47). Thus, the increase in CI reflected the 
selection emphasis placed on LMY in the various indexes. 
Notably, the genetic trends for CI show that there was a small 
gap among the breeding strategies. Genetic trends of CI for 
scenarios A1, A2, A3 and A4 were relatively similar. At gen-
eration 15, the undesirable positive genetic trend for CI in 
scenarios A1, A2, A3, A4 and B5 was 1.04, 1.05, 1.05, 1.05 
and 1.04 times greater compared to scenario C6. Across 15 
generations, the TBV for CI in scenarios A1, A2, A3, A4, 
B5 and C6 had a 1.06, 1.07, 1.07, 1.06, 1.04 and 1.02- fold 
increase, respectively, compared to the base generation.
Genetic trend for temperament (TEMP) increased in the 
preferred direction in all breeding scenarios. The increase in 
TEMP was dictated by both a positive emphasis on the index 
and a favourable genetic correlation with milk production. The 
genetic progress for TEMP after 15 generations of selection in 
breeding scenarios A1, A 2, A3, A4 and B5 was 0.95, 0.92, 
0.90, 0.90 and 1.04 times greater compared to scenario C6. 
After 15 generations, the TBV for TEMP in scenarios A1, A2, 
A3, A4, B5 and C6 increased by 1.28, 1.24, 1.20, 1.20, 1.40 
and 1.34 folds, respectively, compared to the base generation.
The genetic trends for the mature live weight (BWT) in-
creased initially for breeding scenarios A1, A2, A3 and A4 
(importation/upgrading strategy) because of a moderate pos-
itive genetic correlation with production traits (0.23– 0.26) in 
the Exotic Index. There was no difference in genetic trends of 
BWT among scenarios A1, A2 and A3 but there was a consid-
erable lag between them and scenario A4 (random selection in 
importation). At generation 15, the genetic increase for BWT 
in scenarios A1, A2, A3, A4 and B5 was 1.83, 1.87, 1.88, 1.85 
F I G U R E  1  Proportion of exotic genes in six selection scenarios at 100% AI (X), 50% AI (Y) and 30% AI (Z) mating schemes. Scenarios 
A1– A4 pertain to imported exotic sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, 
respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the overall farmer index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); 
Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C)
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and 1.34 times greater compared to scenario C6. After 15 gen-
erations of selection, the TBV for BWT in scenarios A1, A2, 
A3, A4, B5 and C6 increased by 1.74, 1.78, 1.79, 1.76, 1.28 
and 0.95- fold, respectively, compared to the base generation.
Predicted genetic progress for longevity (LF) was in the 
intended direction in all breeding scenarios. Greater genetic 
progress for LF was seen in the importation strategy (scenar-
ios A1, A2, A3 and A4) compared to the new synthetic breed 
(scenario B5) and indigenous improvement (scenario C6) 
strategies. At generation 15, the genetic progress for LF in 
scenarios A1, A2, A3, A4 and B5 was 1.22, 1.16, 1.18, 1.14 
and 1.11 times greater compared to scenario C6. After 15 
generations of selection, the TBV for LF in scenarios A1, A2, 
A3, A4, B5 and C6 improved by 1.54, 1.47, 1.49, 1.43, 1.40 
and 1.26 folds, respectively, compared to the base generation.
Table 1 summarises the genetic gain per generation for each 
trait under the different breeding scenarios and AI schemes. 
Overall, an increase in the proportion of AI penetration was 
F I G U R E  2  Predicted genetic progress per generation for six selection scenarios for 305- day milk yield (LMY), calving interval (CI), 
temperament (TEMP), mature live weight (BWT) and longevity (LF) in the 100% AI mating scheme. Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported 
sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); 
Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 
pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C)
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favourable for LMY, LF and TEMP, while lower AI uptake was 
advantageous for BWT and CI. Appendices 10 and 11 present 
the rate of genetic gain separately for generations 1– 5 and gen-
erations 6– 15. Overall, the rate of genetic progress was higher in 
generations 1– 5 (early selection) compared to generations 6– 15.
Appendix 12 illustrates the predicted genetic progress of 
animal traits included in the breeding goal (exotic index) in 
the country of origin of exotic sires, which is relevant to the 
importation selection scenarios.
3.4 | Predicted genetic progress in the 
Overall Farmer Index
The genetic progress achieved in the six selection scenarios 
with regards to the genetic Overall Farmer Index is shown 
in Figure  3. The importation/upgrading strategy (scenarios 
A1– A4) ranked higher compared to the synthetic breed strat-
egy (scenario 5) and indigenous breed improvement strategy 
(scenario C6). Genetic progress for importation scenarios A1, 
A2 and A3 were better than scenario A4. At generation 15 in 
the 100% AI scheme, the genetic progress in scenario A1 was 
1.25 and 1.76 times greater compared to scenarios B5 and 
C6, respectively. Genetic progress was affected by the type 
of AI schemes and increased with the increasing percentage 
of AI use. The highest AI rate (100%) narrowed the gap be-
tween the importation strategy on the one hand and synthetic 
breed and indigenous improvement strategies on the other.
3.5 | Predicted phenotypic progress in 
individual breeding goal traits
Predicted phenotypic progress (trends) for individual breed-
ing goal traits assuming a 100% AI scheme is shown in 
Figure 4. In general, phenotypic progress after the first gen-
eration of selection for LMY, CI, BWT and LF were steeper 
than for genetic trends (Figure  2). This is attributed to the 
phenotypic performance of F1 being higher than the addi-
tive genetic merit due to maximum heterosis in the crossbred 
offspring. Phenotypic values of traits decreased in the first 
backcross (scenarios A1– A4) and F2 (scenario B5) due to 
the unfavourable effect of recombination loss. A desired di-
rection of the phenotypic trends was observed in subsequent 
generations in response to continuing selection. LMY and LF 
increased while CI was reduced. The relatively flat trend of 
BWT from generation six and above reflects a stable mature 
live weight due to negative emphasis of BWT in the Overall 
Farmer Index. Appendix 13 illustrates predicted phenotypic 














100% A1 375.4 1.62 10.33 0.09 0.08
A2 380.2 1.72 10.78 0.09 0.08
A3 383.3 1.91 11.12 0.09 0.06
A4 359.7 1.62 10.55 0.08 0.07
B5 279.2 0.97 1.12 0.07 0.12
C6 239.7 0.52 −1.09 0.05 0.11
50% A1 389.2 1.68 13.77 0.08 0.08
A2 395.4 1.85 14.41 0.08 0.07
A3 397.3 1.93 14.57 0.08 0.06
A4 364.6 1.66 13.99 0.07 0.06
B5 158.9 0.38 1.61 0.04 0.07
C6 135.3 0.27 −0.62 0.03 0.06
30% A1 352.0 1.48 14.02 0.07 0.06
A2 357.9 1.64 14.69 0.06 0.06
A3 361.3 1.78 14.76 0.06 0.05
A4 326.2 1.47 14.25 0.05 0.04
B5 97.1 0.17 0.98 0.02 0.04
C6 83.2 0.13 −0.42 0.02 0.04
Note: LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament 
score (1– 9 scale); BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations). Scenarios A1– 
A4 pertain to imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic 
Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall 
Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based 
on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
T A B L E  1  Average predicted genetic 
gain per generation and breeding goal 
trait, by selection scenario and Artificial 
Insemination (AI) scheme
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3.6 | Predicted phenotypic progress in the 
Overall Farmer Index
Figure  5 shows the predicted phenotypic progress for the 
phenotypic Overall Farmer Index under the six selection sce-
narios. Within the 100% AI scheme, the phenotypic progress 
for scenario A1 at generation 15 was 1.15 and 1.60 times 
better compared to scenarios B5 and C6, respectively. Higher 
predicted phenotypic progress was associated with a higher 
percentage of AI. As with genetic trends, differences in phe-
notypic performance between the importation strategy and 
the other two strategies increased with decreased AI uptake.
3.7 | Sensitivity analyses
3.7.1 | Sensitivity analysis I: Impact of 
different trait emphasis in the selection indices in 
agro- ecological zones
The predicted genetic progress in the Overall Farmer 
Index (Appendices  14 and 15) and individual breeding 
goal traits (Appendices  16 and 17) were calculated using 
different farmers' preference weights on animal traits in 
semi- temperate and tropical agro- ecological zones, respec-
tively. In both zones, genetic progress under the importation 
scenarios exceeded that of synthetic breeds and indigenous 
improvement strategies. The differences in genetic progress 
for animal traits and selection indexes between scenarios 
A1, B5 and C6 are shown in Table 2; selection under these 
scenarios is based on the Overall Farmer Index represent-
ing the three breeding strategies described previously. 
Sensitivity analysis showed that goal traits and selection in-
dexes were sensitive to changes in preference weight based 
on agro- ecological zones. The advantages of importing ex-
otic animals (strategy A) versus the other strategies were 
smaller in the semi- temperate zone than in tropical areas. 
For example, the difference in genetic progress based on the 
Overall Farmer Index between scenarios A1 and B5 in the 
tropical coastal zone at 100% AI (Table 2) was twice that in 
the semi- temperate highland zone. However, these differ-
ences were also dependent on the proportion of AI uptake 
and became smaller at lower levels of AI use. Relevant re-
sults pertaining to the individual animal traits are presented 
in Appendix 18.
3.7.2 | Sensitivity analysis II: Impact of 
reduced performance of the exotics in SSA
Reducing the performance of exotic breeds in SSA by 25% 
scenario affected predicted genetic progresses for individual 
F I G U R E  3  Predicted genetic progress per generation in the Overall Farmer Index for six selection scenarios assuming 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 
30% (Z) AI schemes. Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic 
Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic 
breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population 
(Strategy C)
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animal traits and the Overall Farmer Index. Table 3 shows 
the differences of predicted genetic progress in the index 
for breeding scenarios A1, B5 and C6 across and within 
agro- ecological zones. In general, the importation strategy 
still performed better compared to the new synthetic breed 
and indigenous cattle improvement strategies. Results for 
the individual animal traits and indexes are summarised in 
Appendices 19– 25.
3.7.3 | Sensitivity analysis III: Impact of 
reduced fitness of the exotics in SSA and an 
antagonistic genetic correlation between 
production and fitness traits
When the average longevity of exotic dairy cattle was as-
sumed to be reduced from 2.68 to 2.0 lactations and the 
genetic correlation with milk changed from zero to an 
F I G U R E  4  Predicted phenotypic progress per generation for six selection scenarios for 305- day milk yield (LMY), calving interval 
(CI), temperament (TEMP), mature live weight (BWT) and longevity (LF) assuming 100% AI mating scheme. Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to 
imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy 
A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 
pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C)
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antagonistic −0.34, the predicted genetic progress decreased 
for both the individual traits and the Overall Farmer Index. 
In addition, differences between breeding scenarios became 
smaller compared to the base simulation. Appendices 25– 27 
summarise results for individual traits and the Overall 
Farmer Index. The differences in genetic progress for selec-
tion indexes between scenarios A1, B5 and C6 are shown 
in Table 4. Sensitivity analysis showed that Overall Farmer 
Index progress was affected by changes in the genetic cor-
relation between production and fitness traits. Overall, the 
differences in genetic selection response between scenarios 
were smaller here compared to base simulation. For exam-
ple, the difference in selection index response between sce-
nario A1 and B5 in the base simulation was 20.26% (100% AI 
scheme) compared to 13.11% here.
4 |  DISCUSSION
The overall aim of the present study was to investigate alter-
native dairy cattle breeding strategies for smallholder dairy 
farmers in SSA and identify the most appropriate strategy, 
which could be used as a guide for future dairy cattle breed-
ing programmes. Results demonstrated that different levels 
of progress in dairy productivity may be achieved through 
sire genetic evaluation and selection. The study quantified 
the relative merit of three distinct breeding strategies: (a) up-
grade of the indigenous population through systematic im-
portation of exotic sire semen and crossing, (b) development 
of a new synthetic breed based on first- generation cross-
ing between indigenous and imported exotics, and within 
F I G U R E  5  Predicted phenotypic progress per generation in the Overall Farmer Index for six selection scenarios. Scenarios A1– A4 pertain 
to imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy 
A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 
pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C)
T A B L E  2  Relative differences (%) in predicted genetic gain in 
the Overall Farmer Index after 15 generations in semi- temperate and 
tropical zones between selection scenarios A1 (Importation strategy), 





















aScenario A1 versus B5 = Relative difference (%) in genetic gain under scenario 
B5 in comparison to scenario A1; A1 versus C6 = Relative difference (%) in 
selection response under scenario C6 in comparison to scenario A1.
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generation selection thereafter, and (c) genetic improvement 
of the indigenous population based on domestic selection. 
Selection criteria in different selection scenarios included 
an Overall Farmer Index, a Reduced Farmer Index and an 
Exotic Index. All breeding strategies and selection scenarios 
were assessed based on the genetic and phenotypic progress 
of the Overall Farmer Index and its constituent traits, which 
constitute the top SSA smallholder farmer preference as pre-
viously described by Chawala et al. (2019).
4.1 | Genetic and phenotypic progress
The breeding strategy based on the importation of ex-
otic sire semen and crossing with cows locally was supe-
rior with regards to genetic and phenotypic progress of the 
Overall Farmer Index. All four selection scenarios within 
this strategy ranked higher compared to the synthetic breed 
and indigenous breed improvement strategies. As expected, 
amongst the four importation scenarios, selection on the 
Overall Farmer Index was the best and random selection was 
the least successful. After 15 generations of selection, the 
genetic gains from continuous importation of animals based 
on the Overall Farmer Index were 8%– 10% higher compared 
to randomly importing from the country of origin of exotic 
sires. The superiority of the importation breeding strategy 
compared to the synthetic breed and indigenous breed im-
provement strategies may be attributed to the high relative 
emphasis on milk yield placed by the smallholder farmers 
combined with the considerable superiority of the exotic 
population with regard to this trait. This remained the case 
even when the performance of the exotics in SSA was as-
sumed to be quite low in the sensitivity analyses performed 
within the present study. Additionally, the importation strat-
egy benefited from parallel genetic selection and improve-
ment in the country of origin of the exotic sires.
Results showed positive genetic progress for the individ-
ual breeding goal traits over generations in all three breeding 
strategies. Increasing the proportion of cows bred by im-
proved sires through artificial insemination (AI) resulted in 
greater genetic progress in all selection scenarios.
The effect of heterosis was in the desirable direction for 
all traits manifested by increased lactation milk yield (LMY), 
shorter calving interval (CI), reduced mature live weight 
(BWT), increased longevity (LF) and better temperament 
(TEMP) in the F1. Phenotypic performance declined in 
crossbreds in subsequent generations compared to the F1 due 
to recombination losses. Nevertheless, positive phenotypic 
trends continued to be observed due to the impact of genetic 
selection. A detailed discussion of the genetic and phenotypic 
progress for individual breeding goal traits is provided below; 
traits are discussed in order of priority in the African Overall 
Farmer Index (Chawala et al., 2019; Appendix 1).
4.1.1 | Lactation milk yield (LMY)
Milk has been considered as the principal source of protein 
and income for smallholder dairy farmers in SSA (Salami 
et  al.  2010; Somda et  al.  2005). The results from the pre-
sent study show a substantial genetic progress for milk yield 
in all breeding strategies considered because LMY was the 
most emphasized upon trait in the Overall Farmer Index. 
Indeed, the relative weight of LMY in the index was twice 
T A B L E  3  Relative differences (%) in predicted genetic gain 
in the Overall Farmer Index after 15 generations of selection 
across and within agro- ecological zone between selection scenarios 
A1 (Importation strategy), B5 (Synthetic breed strategy) and C6 
(Indigenous breed improvement strategy); performance of exotic sires 
in sub- Saharan Africa was assumed to be reduced by 25% compared to 


























aScenario A1 versus B5 = Relative difference (%) in selection response for 
scenario B5 in comparison to scenario A1; A1 versus C6 = Relative difference 
(%) in selection response for scenario C6 in comparison to scenario A1.
T A B L E  4  Relative differences (%) in predicted genetic gain in 
the Overall Farmer Index after 15 generations of selection between 
scenarios A1 (Importation strategy), B5 (Synthetic breed strategy) 
and C6 (Indigenous breed improvement strategy); an antagonistic 
correlation between animal production and fitness (longevity) was 
















aScenario A1 versus B5 = Relative difference (%) in selection response for 
scenario B5 in comparison to scenario A1; A1 versus C6 = Relative difference 
(%) in selection response for scenario C6 in comparison to scenario A1.
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compared to CI, TEMP and BWT, and three times compared 
to LF (Chawala et al., 2019). Therefore, results demonstrate 
the potential of selectively breeding for high milk yield in 
smallholder dairy production systems. The large difference 
in LMY assumed between the exotics and the indigenous 
cattle populations was the main factor for the success of the 
importation strategy over the synthetic breed and indigenous 
improvement strategies. In addition, the heritability of LMY 
was greater compared to other traits in all production en-
vironments. The synthetic breed strategy resulted in lower 
LMY compared to importation but was still competitive es-
pecially in semi- temperate conditions due to the use of se-
lected crossbred sires. Overall, the genetic trends for LMY 
in the different breeding strategies were positive indicating 
the impact of selection of the best sires in every generation.
The phenotypic trend for milk depicted the superiority of 
F1 crosses of exotics with indigenous cattle in all crossbreed-
ing strategies. A decline in performance observed after the 
F1 generation was the result of breaking favourable ancestral 
gene combinations due to Mendelian segregation and inde-
pendent assortment (Dickerson, 1973; Rutledge, 2001).
Large heterosis reported between Bos taurus and Bos 
indicus can also be explained by the large genetic diver-
gence between the two populations (Lin et al., 2010; Loftus 
et  al.,  1994; Syrstad,  1985). Previous studies have con-
cluded that the optimum proportion of milk production in 
tropics is achieved for crosses with about 50% exotic genes 
(Cunningham & Syrstad, 1987). The synthetic breed strategy 
led to this gene composition in the present study when 100% 
AI scheme was adopted. Galukande et al. (2013) reported the 
LMY for 50%– 75% B.  taurus crossbred dairy cattle in the 
tropics being 2.2– 2.7 times higher than that of the indigenous 
B. indicus. However, further increasing the proportion of ex-
otic genes resulted in lower milk yield compared to crossbreds 
with 50% B. taurus genes. Rutledge (2001) highlighted that 
the decrease in performance in the F2 is a result of recom-
bination loss and not because of poor breeding programme 
designs. Superiority of LMY in the subsequent generation 
observed in the present study was mainly due to the advan-
tage of using selected sires from the previous generations.
4.1.2 | Calving interval (CI)
Short CI highlights improved cow fertility and is impor-
tant for increased length of productive life, income, lifetime 
profit and overall genetic progress (Do et  al.,  2013). Long 
CI decrease a cow's lifetime productivity, cause shifts in 
calving patterns and increase the chances of animal culling 
(Olori et al., 2002). The present study showed a small genetic 
change (increase) in the undesired direction for CI. This was 
mainly due to the positive (unfavourable) genetic correlation 
between CI and LMY suggesting that selection emphasis on 
increased milk yield would result in longer calving intervals. 
The importation breeding scenarios led to longer CI due 
to higher milk production compared to the synthetic breed 
and indigenous improvement scenarios. In addition, CI has 
a relatively low heritability suggesting that the trait could 
be improved faster by parallel changes in herd management 
practices.
Mungube et al. (2019) reported an estimated loss of about 
US$40 million due to long calving intervals of 450– 500 days 
in Kenya's dairy industry. In the present study, we could ex-
pect reduced profitability for the importation breeding strat-
egy because of relatively longer calving intervals compared 
to the other strategies. The economic losses due to longer CI 
could be minimised by building capacity for accurate heat 
detection, improved feeding, and regular check- up for repro-
ductive diseases.
Recording of CI requires relatively little data collection, 
just consecutive calving dates. However, one of the draw-
backs of CI is that the relevant records become available in 
later stages of the cow's production cycle compared to other 
measures of fertility traits. This drawback may be overcome 
by the use of genomic breeding values. Future considerations 
of traits affecting fertility in early stages of life and production 
cycle such as age at first calving, non- return rate in heifers, 
number of services per conception and days open would be 
warranted, but solid recording practices need to be in place.
4.1.3 | Temperament (TEMP)
Results showed that selection for cow TEMP, the third most 
important trait in the Overall Farmer Index, was advanta-
geous for crossbred cattle in Africa. For lack of literature 
data, cow temperament level was assumed to be the same in 
the base generation of selection in both the exotic and indig-
enous populations. Therefore, any difference in TEMP be-
tween breeding strategies was mainly due to the AI scheme 
adopted, relative weight in the trait in the selection index, 
and genetic correlation with the other traits. Interestingly, the 
importation strategy led to better TEMP than synthetic breed 
and indigenous improvement strategies at the 50% and 30% 
AI schemes. Our results showed that increasing the AI up-
take to 100% led to increased TEMP in the synthetic breed 
and the indigenous population mainly due to the high relative 
emphasis of TEMP in the Overall Farmer Index compared to 
the Exotic Index, where genetic improvement of the exotics 
in the country of origin was based on.
The relationship between temperament and life- time 
production efficiency in dairy cattle has been previously in-
vestigated (Haskell et  al.  2014; Neja et  al.  2015) revealing 
a positive correlation between TEMP and LMY. This im-
plies that calmer cows will increase farm productivity and 
profitability. TEMP is also important for human safety at 
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milking and during handling. Chawala et al.  (2019) associ-
ated preferences for docile cows in smallholder dairy farmers 
in Tanzania with the use of family labour in feeding, milking, 
health management and breeding of the animals.
4.1.4 | Mature live weight (BWT)
BWT was used here as a proxy to feed intake. Low feed 
intake was the fourth priority animal trait in farmer prefer-
ences (Chawala et al., 2019). Upgrading the indigenous cattle 
with exotic sire importation and crossing resulted in heavier 
cows. The large difference in BWT between the exotics and 
the indigenous cattle populations was the main factor for the 
heavier cows in the importation strategy over the synthetic 
breed and indigenous improvement strategies. Despite a neg-
ative weight for BWT in the Overall Farmer Index, BWT in-
creased because of its positive genetic correlation with milk 
yield (Pérez- Cabal & Alenda, 2003), and the greater positive 
emphasis placed on the other and the higher LMY heritabil-
ity. Thus, the importation breeding strategy resulted in the 
most productive cows but with heavier mature live weight.
Heterosis effects on BWT were greatest for the importa-
tion breeding strategy. In practice, high heterosis for BWT is 
undesirable because of the negative emphasis on BWT and 
feed intake. BWT in the synthetic breed was lower because of 
negative selection and high recombination loss in generations 
after the F1 generation due to inter se mating. This means that 
the importation strategy would produce cows with increased 
feed requirements, whereas the other strategies would result 
in lighter cows with low feed requirements.
When addressing the relationship of BWT with other 
traits, fertility of heifers is often related to mature live weight 
(Freetly et al., 2011). A delayed growth towards mature live 
weight means a prolonged age at the first service of breeding 
heifers. Also, calving problems are often associated with a 
low live body weight of the dam, especially in crossbreed-
ing schemes with larger exotic cattle. Studies have shown 
that increasing live body weight at calving was associated 
with increased milk production for the first lactating cows 
(Bazeley, 2016; Moran, 2012). On the other hand, heavier 
animals had higher maintenance requirements for growth 
and milk production (Moran, 2012). Due to small land areas 
for growing fodder and long dry seasons, smallholder dairy 
farmers in SSA do not have enough feed resources for large 
heifers and cows. Therefore, breeding for smaller heifers in 
SSA is justified. Exotic high- grade dairy cattle with higher 
BWT are expected to perform better in semi- temperate 
areas, where the climate is cooler. Chawala et  al.  (2020), 
highlighted the importance of growing improved pastures 
and promoting recycled food waste and by- products as a way 
of assuring feed availability all year round in smallholder 
dairy systems.
4.1.5 | Longevity (LF)
This trait was considered here as a proxy for cow fitness and 
disease resistance, which was the fifth priority trait identi-
fied by smallholder farmers (Chawala et al., 2019). The dis-
ease is often the key reason for involuntary culling, leading 
to a shortened productive life and, hence, reduced longevity. 
Longevity is currently being considered in breeding goals for 
dairy cattle worldwide (Interbull, 2019). The heritability of 
the trait is often low (Kern et al., 2014; Musingi et al., 2018). 
In addition, an unfavourable genetic correlation between the 
longevity and production traits such as milk, fat and pro-
tein has been reported (Pritchard et al., 2013). In the present 
study, we demonstrated that a combination of selection and 
crossbreeding (Strategy A) may lead to higher genetic gains 
for longevity in dairy cattle raised in SSA. The genetic pro-
gress for LF was higher for the importation breeding strat-
egy. Crossbreeding combined with selection will increase 
the number of lactations completed (productive longevity). 
Selection for LF ensures an increase in overall production 
performance without compromising animal fitness. Number 
of lactations completed was chosen here for consistency be-
tween the Overall Farmer Index and the Exotic Index. Also, 
this is an indicator of efficiency since an increase in number 
of lactations completed translates to increased milk produc-
tion and income for the farmer.
The phenotypic progress in the present study showed that 
LF in the synthetic breed was relatively similar to upgrading 
via importation. Overall, the phenotypic trend for longevity 
was positive indicating that all studied breeding strategies 
would improve the longevity of dairy cattle in SSA.
4.2 | Impact of artificial insemination (AI) 
uptake on genetic and phenotypic progress
A higher proportion of AI uptake resulted in a greater genetic 
and phenotypic progress across all breeding strategies. This 
was due to an increase in the proportion of local cows mated 
with selected sires contributing towards the improvement of 
the breeding goal. In general, increasing the proportion of 
AI in the breeding population narrowed the differences be-
tween strategies. Interestingly, adoption of 50% AI may re-
sult in a relatively high proportion of genetic gains achieved 
by 100% AI adoption, especially under the importation/up-
grade strategy. As AI uptake increased, the genetic progress 
increased up to a point followed by a plateau. This explains 
the high genetic progress for LMY, CI and BWT at 50% AI 
(Table 1) due to the admixture of population of animals with 
different levels of exotic genes. The impact of heterosis and 
recombination loss was larger for scenario B5 (Strategy B, 
formation of new synthetic breed) and scenario A4 (Strategy 
A, importation based on random sire selection) compared to 
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scenarios A1, A2 and A3 (Strategy A, importation based on 
genetic selection). Recombination loss in the ensuing gen-
erations resulted in a decreasing phenotypic trend in some 
scenarios when AI was 100%. After generation 3, the direc-
tion of the Overall Farmer Index was positive and favourable 
due to continuing genetic selection. In general, increasing the 
proportion of cows that are bred with elite selected bulls con-
tributed to increased predicted genetic and phenotypic gains.
AI services have been established as a way of harness-
ing the genetic potential of elite exotic sires based mainly 
on genetic evaluation programmes in the country of origin. 
However, the coverage of AI for most countries in SSA is 
low and variable. A recent study by Mwanga et al. (2019) re-
ported AI utilisation in 13.46%, 31.46%, 50.35% and 56.50% 
of the dairy cattle in Uganda, Tanzania, Ethiopia and Kenya, 
respectively. In the present study, we demonstrated how pre-
dicted genetic gain may increase by increasing the proportion 
of cows that are bred with elite selected bulls. As expected, 
the success of the studied breeding strategies would depend 
on improved AI uptake in combination with a systematic 
breeding programme being in place.
4.3 | Implications of proportion of cows 
participating in a breeding programme and 
agro- ecological zone on genetic progress
The genetic progress for individual goal traits and the Overall 
Farmer Index varied depending on the agro- ecological zone 
cattle were raised in. The importation and synthetic breed 
strategies led to better results in semi- temperate compared 
to tropical conditions. Nevertheless, the importation strategy 
was better than the other two in both agro- ecological zones. 
LMY for exotics was 5.8 times high compared to the indig-
enous population in the base generation (i.e. before selection 
started). These findings broadly support previous studies in 
this area linking the high productivity of animals in semi- 
temperate zones with favourable climate compared to the 
tropical zones (Chagunda et al., 2004). Dairy cattle with an 
increasing proportion of exotic genes are generally consid-
ered less adapted to tropical conditions and, therefore, some 
level of management and environmental modification need 
to be made to counter- balance this effect and increase pro-
ductivity. This means that importation would be less superior 
to the other two strategies in the tropical zone compared to 
the semi- temperate. For example, improved housing and feed 
availability would keep the high- grade exotic dairy cows 
reasonably healthy and productive. This, however, could be 
costly and is unrealistic in some situations. Non- upgrading 
strategies (synthetic and indigenous improvement) may be 
promoted in tropical areas where the production environment 
is less favourable for the upgrades. The economic benefits 
of a synthetic breed over upgrades and indigenous breed in 
smallholder systems has been reported in many regions of 
the tropics (Galukande et al., 2013). The new synthetic breed 
strategy could, for example, start by targeting the smallholder 
production systems in tropical zones where milk yield and 
fertility traits are equally important (Chawala et al., 2019).
4.4 | Inbreeding
The rate of inbreeding in all breeding scenarios studied was 
low, with an increase of 0.08%– 0.14% per generation. Trends 
in inbreeding reached a maximum of 2% per generation after 
15 generations of selection. These findings are consistent 
with Chagunda et  al.  (2018) who reported an average in-
breeding of 0.8% among the smallholder dairy cattle popula-
tion in Rwanda.
The breeding strategies assessed in the present study are 
not expected to compromise the level of genetic diversity in 
the SSA cattle population. The rate of inbreeding in the indig-
enous and crossbred populations was low because of system-
atic genetic improvement using imported sires, replacement of 
bulls in every generation, and random mating. Nevertheless, 
caution is recommended when integrating the chosen breed-
ing strategy into prevailing local practices. Some of the lat-
ter need to be revised for optimal implementation of the new 
strategies. Some important current practices that may fall into 
this category are: (a) many countries in SSA have a limited 
number of bulls that are kept in AI centres and used for AI 
service for many years without being replaced; (b) insem-
inators and smallholder dairy farmers are inclined towards 
using the semen from few sires of high- yielding breeds such 
as Holstein, which are kept in these AI centres; (c) in areas 
where AI is limited, a single bull may be used to serve one or 
two villages for a long period without replacement; (d) coor-
dinated platforms for systematic pedigree and record keeping 
of dairy cattle in smallholder systems are often missing and 
relevant infrastructure needs to be developed.
4.5 | Practical implementation
There are over 356 million cattle in Africa (FAOSTAT, 2019) 
of which the majority are indigenous breeds. The latter are 
diverse with unique genetic attributes and play a significant 
role in poverty alleviation and improving the livelihoods of 
the rural farmers in sub- Saharan Africa. The indigenous cat-
tle breeds are a principal source of milk and in addition have 
a role in many socio- cultural functions such as marriage, or 
religious ceremonies (Anderson, 2003). However, the current 
commercial production trends, tend to focus on a few high- 
yielding breeds.
The present cow population in Tanzania is estimated at 
7,444,213 million, of which 7,206,696 are indigenous cows 
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and 237,517 are non- indigenous upgrades and dual- purpose 
cows (National Bureau of Statistics (NBS), 2015). The tar-
get is to increase improved dairy cattle numbers by about 
3.8 times from the current cattle population of 783,000 
to 2,985,000 by 2021/2022 (Michael et  al.,  2018; United 
Republic of Tanzania (URT), 2019) in order to achieve 
the overall objective to establish a sustainable and com-
petitive dairy sector. Recently prepared policy documents 
including the Tanzania Livestock Master Plan (Michael 
et  al.,  2018) and National Livestock Research Agenda 
2020– 2025 (United Republic of Tanzania (URT), 2019) 
highlight the importance of the dairy sector in poverty re-
duction, improved food security and increased national 
income. Currently, the government, international organisa-
tions such as International Livestock Research Institute and 
Heifer International, and local smallholder dairy farmers are 
focussing on increasing milk yield with the aim to reduce 
the production– consumption gap, which, under the current 
practice, is estimated to increase to 5.8 million litres over 
the next 15 years (Michael et al., 2018). This increase will 
be driven by increasing human population, income, and 
urbanisation. Similar trends are observed and documented 
across several countries in SSA (Shapiro et al., 2015, 2017). 
Results from the present study are expected to underpin the 
established livestock policies and government efforts to im-
prove the dairy sector. The potential benefits and practical 
implementation of using imported purebred exotic, locally 
available crossbred and indigenous bulls for improving 
dairy productivity is discussed next.
Results of the present study showed that an importation 
breeding strategy will offer a significant improvement in 
dairy productivity. Systematic crossbreeding and selection 
based on farmer- preferred traits (Chawala et al., 2019) will 
lead to an overall better performance under the smallholder 
production systems compared to establishing a new synthetic 
breed or improving the indigenous population with domestic 
selection. The upgraded crossbreds will have better perfor-
mance in terms of milk yield, longevity, and temperament. 
Systematic gradual upgrading will allow time for the foreign 
genotypes to be adapted to the local conditions. However, this 
strategy will also result in animals with heavier bodyweight, 
hence increased feed requirements and uptake, and relatively 
longer calving intervals, implying compromised fertility. 
Furthermore, systematic upgrade of the local population 
based on the importation breeding strategy will have more 
potential in the cooler semi- temperate zones compared to the 
tropical regions. In all cases, this type of strategy must be 
combined with an improved level of management of animals 
across all seasons. The latter is especially important since 
this breeding strategy might be linked with increased feeding 
costs. Practical interventions including the mid- way house 
operational practice (African Dairy Genetic Gains,  2017) 
could complement and facilitate the implementation of these 
breeding strategies. In Tanzania and other SSA, semen is 
currently being collected from randomly imported live bulls 
(not elite selected bulls) housed as a central authority like the 
National Artificial Insemination Centre (NAIC). These bulls 
are mainly of the Friesian, Ayrshire and Jersey breeds and 
sourced from Europe, USA, New Zealand, and neighbour-
ing countries in Africa such as Kenya and South Africa. The 
collected semen is distributed to farmers in various regions 
of Tanzania by government and private extension officers. 
Semen selection from NAIC is often done by the insemina-
tors. The current breeding policy is simply based on the use 
of this exotic semen to upgrade the indigenous cattle. As evi-
denced by results in the present study, such a strategy should 
consider bull selection based on the Overall Farmer Index, 
whereas random selection of exotic bulls would yield the 
least benefit.
In the present study, imported sires are expected to be 
genetically superior due to continual improvement in the 
country of origin. These sires would be also relevant to 
SSA since the selection will be based on the Overall Farmer 
Index. However, this may not be true since the elite bulls in 
the country of origin are not usually available for sale as live 
animals. Thus, there will be a limited selection of live bulls 
for sale that are not necessarily the best ones. A policy doc-
ument for guiding the use of appropriate semen in different 
agro- ecological zones should be developed to embrace both 
the relative preference and predicted genetic gains for the in-
dividual breeding goal traits. A multilateral agreement be-
tween breeding companies in SSA and the country of origin 
of exotic sires should be developed to ensure the continuous 
supply of desired sire semen that suits smallholder farmers' 
breeding goals.
Because of limited resources and challenging production 
environments in smallholder farming systems, the importation 
breeding strategy is likely to be more expensive in the long- 
term than the other strategies due to costs associated with an-
imal management (including stock replacement), health and 
fertility. This could have further implications when consid-
ering an adverse correlation between production and fitness 
traits, where the results of the sensitivity analysis carried out 
in the present study have revealed a reduction in the differ-
ences observed between strategies due to the lower fitness of 
highly productive exotic animals. Future studies should focus 
on a proper economic evaluation of all strategies. Careful co-
ordination of semen importation will be important to ensure 
that semen is imported based on farmer trait preferences in 
different production environments. In these breeding pro-
grammes, organisations such as NAIC are expected to lead 
semen importation. In the long- term, governments in SSA 
will need to promote public– private partnership to ensure 
the availability of semen at affordable prices to smallholder 
farmers. Improvement of AI infrastructure will increase the 
rate of AI adoption.
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Selection and utilisation of crossbred bulls to create a 
more productive and resilient synthetic breed within the 
smallholder system are also feasible. This breeding strat-
egy was found to be more efficient when the level of exotic 
genes is maintained at around 50%. Under this strategy, a 
large number of F1 will be required at the beginning of the 
breeding programme. The next step will be to select and mate 
F1 heifers with F1 young bulls to produce F2. Under such 
a strategy, selected sires for each generation would be sub-
mitted to organisations like the NAIC for semen collection. 
This strategy might be more suitable for farmers in tropical 
areas characterised by low input production systems, where 
nearly equal emphasis is placed on fertility and milk produc-
tion (Chawala et al., 2019). Therefore, a new synthetic breed 
might be suitable there because of improved CI and TEMP, 
and low BWT. Various studies have shown that synthetic 
breeds or crossbreds with 50% to 75% B.  taurus genes are 
better suited in the challenging environments of the tropics 
compared to exotics (FAO,  2009; Galukande et  al.,  2013). 
Milk production and longevity are expected to increase with 
an increasing proportion of AI to create F1. However, the cost 
and benefit of using synthetic breeds compared to upgrades 
and/or indigenous need to be quantified before deciding on 
the best strategy for the tropical agro- ecological zone. Within 
each agro- ecological zone, central organisations in collabo-
ration with multinational and local dairy breeding companies 
would be required to characterise the production systems to 
identify the most suitable genotype based on animal hus-
bandry practices, feed availability, micro- climate and level of 
management.
The indigenous cattle improvement strategy based on the 
domestic selection of the best indigenous sires also has merit 
for the genetic conservation of local cattle breeds. Many SSA 
indigenous cattle are considered as endangered and their 
unique adaptive characteristics may be lost forever under 
upgrading and replacement strategies with exotic genotypes 
(Mwai et al., 2015). An estimated 32% of the indigenous cat-
tle in Africa became extinct in the last century and another 
22% are in danger of extinction (Rege, 1999). Although not 
competitive compared to the upgrade/importation and new 
synthetic breed strategies in terms of animal performance, se-
lection and genetic improvement of indigenous cattle might 
be attractive to farmers in low input systems who wish to 
utilise and conserve local breeds.
Implementation of any of the three breeding strate-
gies assessed in the present study will depend on a well- 
established national herd recording scheme (Chagunda 
et al., 2006; Opoola et al., 2019). In the first instance, a rel-
atively simple recording scheme of the five preferred traits 
of the smallholder farmers should be established. The min-
imum amount of data to be recorded should include ani-
mal identity and pedigree, daily milk yield, date of calving, 
periodic measurement of body weight, lactation number 
and temperament score. Practical methods for data record-
ing such as use of girth- tapes for bodyweight measurement 
could be adopted. The genetic and phenotypic progress 
based on Reduced Farmer Index (LMY and CI) which are 
the two most important and possibly easiest to record trait 
was close enough to the Overall Farmer Index to warrant 
more direct implementation. The Reduced Farmer Index 
may provide a certain level of progress in the first instance, 
while the recording platform for the other traits is being 
developed.
The next priority should be in strengthening AI services, 
including the establishment of liquid nitrogen plants in the 
various agro- ecological zones, as was recommended by 
Chagunda et al. (1998) in Malawi. It is recommended that na-
tional genetic evaluation services be formed. These services 
will be responsible for genetically evaluating all recorded 
animals, identifying selection candidates, and assessing the 
genetic progress made over time. The national genetic eval-
uation service will work closely with the organisations such 
as NAIC, government, private extension officers and farm-
ers participating in the programme. A solid communication 
strategy must be developed to enhance the dissemination of 
available information for the selected bulls and uptake by the 
end- users (farmers). This strategy should include periodic 
feedback to farmers on the performance of bulls and aim to 
specifically address farmer's needs. In this way, decisions on 
appropriate breeding strategies will be implemented based on 
a combination of what the providers of genetic material know 
and what farmers truly want and need.
In the present study, the selection of sires was based on 
estimated breeding values derived separately for each animal 
trait of interest. In reality, with an adequate amount of quality 
data in place, multi- trait analyses may be conducted leading 
to a higher accuracy of evaluation and faster genetic gain. 
This benefit would permeate all studied strategies.
Moreover, the use of genomic evaluation could solve some 
of the issues discussed above. Under SSA conditions, the de-
velopment of specific SNP panels tailored to the needs of the 
breeding programme could be used to evaluate exotic animals 
prior to their importation and assess gene by environment in-
teractions. Genomic selection has been shown to be a viable 
alternative in SSA cattle breeding (Kariuki et al., 2017) lead-
ing to genetic and economic gains. Nevertheless, as discussed 
above, reaping the benefits of any breeding strategy still de-
pends on a well- established recording scheme for the key an-
imal traits as well as good communication with farmers and 
active participation of the latter. Ongoing activities such as 
the African Dairy Genetic Gains project (2017) underpin the 
establishment of performance recording and the generation 
of genomic data for the development of genomic evaluation 
and selection programmes.
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5 |  CONCLUSIONS
Results of the present study demonstrated that upgrading 
indigenous cattle through systematic importation of ap-
propriate exotic genetic material would lead to an overall 
higher genetic progress in the dairy population in SSA com-
pared to developing a new synthetic breed or improving 
the indigenous breeds with domestic selection. Selection 
and importation of exotic sire semen should be based on 
the Overall Farmer Index of preferred traits identified 
by smallholder dairy farmers. Separate selection indexes 
could be derived based on animal trait preferences within 
different agro- ecological zones. This would optimise the 
improvement of dairy cattle performance in the prevailing 
smallholder farming systems in SSA. Increasing the pro-
portion of cows participating in the genetic improvement 
programme would result in additional benefits. The results 
from this study provide an opportunity for breeding pro-
gramme designers to choose the appropriate breeding strat-
egy that fits a particular production environment.
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APPENDIX 1
Breeding goal traits and selection indexes with relative trait emphasis on smallholder farmer preferred traits.
Farmer preferences
Breeding goal traits 
(abbreviation)
Index for selection and 
emphasis (weights) 
placed on each trait
Trait description and desired direction of 






High milk yield Lactation milk yield (LMY) 1.43 1.43 Kilograms of milk yield in a 305- day lactation; 
high values are desirable
Good fertility Calving interval (CI) −0.85 −0.85 Number of days between two consecutive 
calvings; low numbers are desirable
Easy temperament Temperament (TEMP) 0.76 Temperament score measured on a 1– 9 scale; 
high scores are desirable
Low feed intake Mature live weight (BWT) −0.56 Average mature live weight (kg); aim is to 
avoid increasing
Disease resistance Longevity (LF) 0.48 Lifespan score reflecting the number of 
lactations completed; high values are desirable
Note: OFI = Relative weights for an Overall Farmer Index (β; RFI = Relative weights for a Reduced Farmer Index (β); from Chawala et al. (2019).
APPENDIX 2
Breeding goal traits and selection indexes with relative trait emphasis in the exporting country (exotic index).
Breeding goal traits
Index for selection and 
emphasis (weights) 
placed on each trait (£) Trait description and desired direction of change for exotic index
Lactation milk yield (LMY) −0.02 Kilograms of milk yield in a 305- day lactation; high values are desirable
Calving interval (CI) −0.35 Number of days between two consecutive calvings; low numbers are 
desirable
Temperament (TEMP) 0 Temperament score measured on a 1– 9 scale; high scores are desirable
Mature live- weight (BWT) 0 Average mature live weight (kg); aim is to avoid increasing
Longevity (LF) 25.4 Lifespan score reflecting the number of lactations completed; high values 
are desirable
Fat yield (Fat) 0.08 Kilograms of milk fat yield in a 305- day lactation; high values are 
desirable
Protein yield (Protein) 1.71 Kilograms of milk protein yield in a 305- day lactation; high values are 
desirable
Somatic cell count (SCC) −0.19 Log- transformed milk somatic cell count as an indicator of mastitis; low 
values are desirable
Feet and legs (Feet) 1.13 Composite of linear type traits related to legs and feet measured on a 
scale of 50– 90; high values are desirable
Mammary systems (Udder) 1.88 Composite of linear type traits related to udder measured on a scale of 
50– 90; high values are desirable
Non- return at 56 days (NR56) 2.16 Non- return to service after 56 days: 1 = return to service; 2 = no return to 
service (i.e. presumed to have conceived); high values are desirable
Note: From: AHDB (2018), Interbull (2019), Pritchard et al. (2013), Wall et al. (2005).
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APPENDIX 3
Breeding strategies and selection scenarios of dairy cattle in smallholder dairy farms.
Breeding strategy Selection scenario
Strategy A: Genetic improvement through continuous 
importation of selected exotic sires leading to a gradual 
upgrade of the indigenous population
Scenario A1: Selection of exotic sires based on the Overall Farmer Index 
(Appendix 1)
Scenario A2: Selection of exotic sires based on the Reduced Farmer Index 
(Appendix 1)
Scenario A3: Selection of exotic sires based on the Exotic Index (Appendix 2)
Scenario A4: Random Selection of exotic sires
Strategy B: Creation of new synthetic breed through 
importation of selected exotic sires in first generation and 
subsequent selection of crossbred sires
Scenario B5: Selection of sires based on the Overall Farmer Index 
(Appendix 1)
Strategy C: Genetic improvement of indigenous population 
through genetic selection of local sires
Scenario C6: Selection of indigenous sires based on the Overall Farmer 
Index (Appendix 1)
APPENDIX 4
Estimates of genetic variance and heritability (in parenthesis) of farmer preferred traits in the exotic and sub- Saharan African 
(SSA) populations.
Trait (units of measurement)
Exotic animal performance in country 
of origin
































Note: LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 scale); BWT = mature live body weight 
(kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations).a Source: Pritchard et al. (2013).b Interbull (2019).c Pérez- Cabal and Alenda (2003).d Ayalew et al. (2015), Ojango and 
Pollott (2001), Opoola (2018).e Parameter scaled to African environment.f Kern et al. (2014).g Ilatsia et al. (2007).h Haile- Mariam and Kassa- Mersha (1994), Ilatsia 
et al. (2007), Wasike et al. (2009).i Ilatsia et al. (2011).j Musingi et al. (2018).
APPENDIX 5
Genetic correlation estimates among simulated traits (above the diagonal) and between the exotic and sub- Saharan African 
population for the same trait (diagonal).
Traits LMYa Fatb Proteinb LFa SCCb Feetb Udderb NR56b CIa BWTa TEMPa 
LMY 0.81 0.61 0.85 0.00 0.18 −0.07 0.00 −0.42 0.47 0.23 0.44
Fat 0.81 0.69 −0.13 0.19 −0.04 0.00 −0.30 0.46 0.26 0.24
Protein 0.81 −0.14 0.22 −0.07 0.00 −0.43 0.45 0.25 0.25
LF 0.9 −0.07 0.64 0.26 0.08 −0.50 −0.10 0.18
SCC 0.92 0.04 −0.21 −0.12 0.13 0.23 −0.41
Feet 0.93 0.21 −0.16 −0.01 0.03 0.21
Udder 0.98 −0.10 0.14 −0.24 0.20
NR56 0.80 −0.35 −0.19 0.11
CI 0.87 0.01 0.05
(Continues)
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Traits LMYa Fatb Proteinb LFa SCCb Feetb Udderb NR56b CIa BWTa TEMPa 
BWT 0.94 −0.02
TEMP 0.85
Note: LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation; Fat = Fat yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation, Protein = Protein yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation, LF = longevity 
(number of lactations), CI = calving interval (days), BWT = mature live body weight (kg), SCS = Log- transformed somatic cell count score, Feet = Composite 
of linear type traits related to legs and feet (50– 90 scale), Udder = Composite of linear type traits related to udder (50– 90 scale), NR56 = Non- return to service 
(1=returned to service, 2 = Conceived and did not return to service), TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 scale).a Chawala et al. (2019).b Interbull (2019).
APPENDIX 6
Phenotypic average describing performance of exotic and indigenous cattle for farmer preferred traits.
Trait
Exotic animal performance in country 
of origin




LMY (kg) 8,065a 4,050d 1,363g 
CI (days) 402a 462d 450h 
TEMP (1– 9 scale) 5.5b 4.7e 4.7e 
BWT (kg) 648c 557e 337i 
LF (number of lactations) 4.7a 2.68f 2.7j 
Note: SSA = sub- Saharan Africa; LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 scale); 
BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations).a Source: Pritchard et al. (2013).b Interbull (2019).c Pérez- Cabal and Alenda (2003).d 
Ayalew et al. (2015), Ojango and Pollott (2001), Opoola (2018).e Parameter scaled to African environment.f Kern et al. (2014).g Ilatsia et al. (2007).h Haile- Mariam 
and Kassa- Mersha (1994), Ilatsia et al. (2007), Wasike et al. (2009).i Ilatsia et al. (2011).j Musingi et al. (2018).
APPENDIX 7
Estimates of maximum heterosis and recombination loss for breeding goal traits in smallholder dairy production systems.
Trait Maximum heterosis in F1 (%) Parental Mean (F1)a 
Maximum 
heterosis in F1
LMY (kg) 35% 2,706.50 947.28
CI (days) 12% 456.00 −54.72
BWT (kg) 12% 447.00 53.64
LF (No. of lactations) 35% 2.69 0.94
TEMP (1– 9 scale) 0.0% 4.70 0
a Parental mean is calculated from phenotypic performance of exotic and indigenous populations in sub- Saharan Africa shown in Appendix 6.
Source: Bunning et al. (2018), Birhanu et al. (2015), Demeke et al. (2004), Sharma et al. (2000).
APPENDIX 5 (Continued)
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APPENDIX 8
Average inbreeding coefficient per generation, selection scenario and percentage AI scheme. Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to 
imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, re-
spectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed 
strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle 
population (Strategy C).
APPENDIX 9
Predicted genetic trends for individual animal traits in smallholder dairy systems at 50% (Y) and 30% (Z) AI schemes: 
LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 scale); 
BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF =  longevity (number of lactations). Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported sires 
selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); 
Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); 
Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
APPENDIX 10
Average predicted rate of genetic gain per generation from generation 0 to 5. LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation 
(kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 scale); BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = lon-
gevity (number of lactations). Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the 
Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based 
on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on 
the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
AI- scheme Scenario LMY (kg) CI (days) BWT (kg) LF (No. lactations)
Temp
(1– 9 scale)
100% A1 753.6 3.10 42.13 0.11 0.11
A2 770.0 3.70 44.20 0.07 0.08
A3 773.9 3.65 43.65 0.07 0.07
A4 668.3 3.09 42.73 0.06 0.05
B5 439.9 1.69 14.91 0.08 0.13
C6 217.0 0.65 −1.10 0.04 0.10
50% A1 594.6 2.44 35.10 0.08 0.08
A2 609.4 2.90 36.89 0.05 0.06
A3 609.1 2.86 36.16 0.05 0.05
A4 521.4 2.41 35.72 0.03 0.03
B5 255.9 0.48 11.71 0.05 0.07
C6 115.6 0.17 −0.46 0.02 0.05
30% A1 427.3 1.70 25.75 0.05 0.06
A2 438.7 2.08 27.05 0.03 0.04
A3 443.6 2.13 26.81 0.03 0.03
A4 373.6 1.69 26.12 0.02 0.02
B5 155.3 0.30 6.98 0.02 0.04
C6 69.6 0.10 −0.35 0.01 0.03
APPENDIX 11
Average predicted rate of genetic gain per generation from generation 6 to 15. LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation 
(kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 scale); BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = lon-
gevity (number of lactations). Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the 
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Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based 
on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on 
the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).





100% A1 276.3 1.15 2.01 0.09 0.07
A2 278.7 1.22 2.12 0.09 0.07
A3 281.6 1.38 2.60 0.09 0.06
A4 277.7 1.20 2.20 0.09 0.07
B5 249.8 0.76 −1.21 0.07 0.12
C6 246.0 0.52 −0.99 0.05 0.11
50% A1 311.1 1.41 5.64 0.09 0.07
A2 313.8 1.47 5.80 0.08 0.07
A3 316.6 1.58 6.17 0.08 0.06
A4 303.7 1.35 5.67 0.08 0.07
B5 138.8 0.37 −0.70 0.03 0.07
C6 138.1 0.24 −0.69 0.03 0.06
30% A1 317.7 1.35 8.64 0.08 0.07
A2 321.1 1.45 9.00 0.07 0.06
A3 324.4 1.61 9.18 0.07 0.05
A4 304.3 1.36 8.79 0.07 0.06
B5 84.2 0.13 −0.50 0.02 0.04
C6 85.0 0.12 −0.43 0.02 0.04
APPENDIX 12
Predicted genetic trends for individual animal traits in country of origin of exotic sires after 15 generation of selection based on 
the Exotic Index: LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation; Fat = Fat yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation, Protein = Protein 
yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation, LF = longevity (number of lactations), CI = calving interval (days), BWT = mature live body 
weight (kg), SCS = Log- transformed somatic cell count score, Feet = Composite of linear type traits related to legs and feet 
(50– 90 scale), Udder = Composite of linear type traits related to udder (50– 90 scale), NR56 = Non- return to service (1=re-
turned to service, 2=conceived and did not return to service), TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 scale).
APPENDIX 13
Predicted phenotypic trends for individual animal traits in smallholder dairy systems at 50% (Y) and 30% (Z) AI schemes. 
LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 scale); 
BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations). Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported sires se-
lected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy 
A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); 
Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
APPENDIX 14
Predicted genetic trends in the Overall Farmer Index in the tropical agro- ecological zone at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 30% (Z) AI 
schemes. Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, 
the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer 
Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer 
Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
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APPENDIX 15
Predicted genetic trends in the Overall Farmer Index in the semi- temperate agro- ecological zone at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 
30% (Z) AI schemes. Scenarios A1– A4 pertain imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer 
Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall 
Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall 
Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
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APPENDIX 16
Predicted genetic trends for individual animal traits in the tropical agro- ecological zone at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 30% (Z) AI 
schemes. LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 
scale); BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations). Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported sires 
selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy 
A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); 
Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
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APPENDIX 17
Predicted genetic trends for individual animal traits in the semi- temperate agro- ecological zone at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 30% 
(Z) AI schemes. LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament score 
(1– 9 scale); BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations). Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported 
sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively 
(Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy 
(Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population 
(Strategy C).
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APPENDIX 18
Relative differences (%) in predicted genetic gain in individual animal traits and the Overall Farmer Index after 15 generations 
of selection in semi- temperate and tropical zone between Scenarios A1 (Importation strategy), B5 (Synthetic breed strategy) 
and C6 (Indigenous breed improvement strategy). LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval 
(days); TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 scale); BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations).











100% A1 versus B5 13.95% −0.34% 24.89% 12.60% −7.62% 14.66%
50% A1 versus B5 39.71% 2.86% 29.28% 18.39% 2.81% 47.02%
30% A1 versus B5 50.44% 3.35% 31.83% 19.40% 6.54% 61.99
100% A1 versus C6 33.60% 1.69% 44.09% 20.19% −4.50% 37.07%
50% A1 versus C6 52.61% 3.71% 43.01% 22.38% 4.37% 61.74%
30% A1 versus C6 59.40% 3.86% 40.66% 21.66% 7.07% 72.47%
Tropical 100% A1 versus B5 30.95% 6.34% 27.02% 4.61% −10.36% 28.72%
50% A1 versus B5 50.77% 5.88% 31.64% 16.04% 2.05% 57.11%
30% A1 versus B5 52.97% 3.19% 32.85% 19.89% 6.20% 63.86%
100% A1 versus C6 39.44% 3.22% 45.27% 19.03% −5.20% 39.78%
50% A1 versus C6 61.86% 6.14% 43.89% 21.43% 3.75% 69.47%
30% A1 versus C6 61.35% 3.55% 40.93% 22.54% 7.03% 73.27%
APPENDIX 19
Relative differences (%) in predicted genetic gain in individual animal traits and the Overall Farer Index after 15 generations of 
selection across and within agro- ecological zone between Scenarios A1 (Importation strategy), B5 (Synthetic breed strategy) 
and C6 (Indigenous breed improvement strategy); performance of exotics in sub- Saharan Africa was assumed to be reduced by 
25% compared to the base simulation design. LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); 









Across zones 100% A1 versus B5 16.22% 11.57% 29.23% 0.79% −24.35% 10.70%
50% A1 versus B5 43.63% 18.87% 40.91% 7.04% −16.33% 47.59%
30% A1 versus B5 51.61% 19.21% 41.63% 6.84% −13.13% 61.11%
100% A1 versus C6 32.02% 22.89% 51.73% 1.85% −31.60% 24.74%
50% A1 versus C6 49.59% 23.24% 50.20% 6.28% −20.26% 52.35%
30% A1 versus C6 56.12% 21.88% 47.68% 6.13% −15.30% 65.18%
Semi- temperate 100% A1 versus B5 9.34% 9.27% 27.98% 5.61% −21.71% 5.93%
50% A1 versus B5 39.07% 17.12% 38.85% 7.67% −14.98% 44.62%
30% A1 versus B5 48.29% 18.28% 40.48% 7.19% −12.01% 58.91%
100% A1 versus C6 23.85% 20.49% 50.72% 4.52% −29.95% 19.86%
50% A1 versus C6 45.84% 22.21% 49.94% 6.22% −19.26% 50.97%
30% A1 versus C6 53.56% 21.23% 47.53% 5.42% −14.39% 64.35%
Tropical 100% A1 versus B5 28.18% 14.94% 29.71% −4.14% −25.47% 19.75%
50% A1 versus B5 50.67% 20.77% 42.62% 6.62% −17.27% 52.09%
30% A1 versus B5 55.86% 20.03% 42.40% 6.88% −13.08% 63.51%
100% A1 versus C6 42.03% 25.57% 52.11% −0.68% −33.40% 28.39%
50% A1 versus C6 55.93% 24.50% 50.45% 5.71% −20.65% 54.97%
30% A1 versus C6 59.85% 22.53% 47.72% 5.83% −15.43% 65.84%
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APPENDIX 20
Predicted genetic trends in the Overall Farmer Index at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 30% (Z) AI schemes when performance of 
the exotics in sub- Saharan Africa was assumed to be reduced by 25% compared to the base simulation design. Scenarios A1– 
A4 pertain to imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and 
randomly, respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new 
synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the in-
digenous cattle population (Strategy C).
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APPENDIX 21
Predicted genetic trends for individual animal traits at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 30% (Z) AI schemes when performance of 
the exotics in sub- Saharan Africa was assumed to be reduced by 25% compared to the base simulation design. LMY = milk 
yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 scale); BWT = mature 
live body weight (kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations). Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported sires selected based on 
the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 
pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 
pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
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APPENDIX 22
Predicted genetic trends in the Overall Farmer Index in the semi- temperate agro- ecological zone at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 30% 
(Z) AI schemes when performance of the exotics in sub- Saharan Africa was assumed to be reduced by 25% compared to the 
base simulation design. Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced 
Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the 
Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the 
Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
APPENDIX 23
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Predicted genetic trends for individual animal traits in the semi- temperate agro- ecological zone at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 30% 
(Z) AI schemes when performance of the exotics in sub- Saharan Africa was assumed to be reduced by 25% compared to the 
base simulation design. LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament 
score (1– 9 scale); BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations). Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to 
imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, re-
spectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed 
strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle 
population (Strategy C).
APPENDIX 24
Predicted genetic trends in the Overall Farmer Index in the tropical agro- ecological zone at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 30% (Z) 
AI schemes when performance of the exotics in sub- Saharan Africa was assumed to be reduced by 25% compared to the base 
simulation design. Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer 
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Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall 
Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall 
Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
APPENDIX 25
Predicted genetic trends for individual animal traits in the tropical agro- ecological zone at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 30% (Z) AI 
schemes when performance of the exotics in sub- Saharan Africa was assumed to be reduced by 25% compared to the base sim-
ulation design. LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament score 
(1– 9 scale); BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations). Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported 
sires selected based on the Overall Farmer, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy 
A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); 
Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
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Relative differences (%) in predicted genetic gain in individual animal traits and the Overall Farer Index after 15 generations 
of selection between Scenarios A1 (Importation strategy), B5 (Synthetic breed strategy) and C6 (Indigenous breed improvement 
strategy); an antagonistic correlation between animal production and fitness (longevity) was assumed combined with reduced fit-
ness of the exotic sires in sub- Saharan Africa. LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); 
TEMP = temperament score (1– 9 scale); BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations).









100% A1 versus B5 13.75% 3.17% 26.43% 26.12% −15.56% 13.11%
50% A1 versus B5 40.64% 4.54% 31.33% 21.00% −3.33% 48.24%
30% A1 versus B5 51.05% 4.31% 33.25% 16.43% 1.7%3 63.60%
100% A1 versus C6 35.91% 4.25% 45.44% 19.67% −12.91% 37.57%
50% A1 versus C6 53.32% 5.02% 43.58% 16.80% −2.18% 62.16%
30% A1 versus C6 59.25% 4.47% 40.83% 13.58% 2.37% 72.89%
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APPENDIX 26
Predicted genetic trends for individual animal traits at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 30% (Z) AI schemes when an antagonistic cor-
relation between animal production and fitness (longevity) was assumed combined with reduced fitness of the exotics in sub- 
Saharan Africa. LMY = milk yield (kg) in a 305- day lactation (kg); CI = calving interval (days); TEMP = temperament score 
(1– 9 scale); BWT = mature live body weight (kg); LF = longevity (number of lactations). Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported 
sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively 
(Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy 
(Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population 
(Strategy C).
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APPENDIX 27
Predicted genetic trends in the Overall Farmer Index at 100% (X), 50% (Y) and 30% (Z) AI schemes when an antagonistic cor-
relation between animal production and fitness (longevity) was assumed combined with reduced fitness of the exotics in sub- 
Saharan Africa. Scenarios A1– A4 pertain to imported sires selected based on the Overall Farmer Index, the Reduced Farmer 
Index, the Exotic Index and randomly, respectively (Strategy A); Scenario B5 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall 
Farmer Index within a new synthetic breed strategy (Strategy B); Scenario C6 pertains to sire selection based on the Overall 
Farmer Index within the indigenous cattle population (Strategy C).
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